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Abstract
Driving requires vision, yet there is little empirical data about how vision and cognition support safe driving. It is difficult to 
study perception during natural driving because the experimental rigor required would be dangerous and unethical to imple-
ment on the road. The driving environment is complex, dynamic, and immensely variable, making it extremely challenging to 
accurately replicate in simulation. Our proposed solution is to study vision using stimuli which reflect this inherent complexity 
by using footage of real driving situations. To this end, we curated a set of 750 crowd-sourced video clips (434 hazard and 
316 no-hazard clips), which have been spatially, temporally, and categorically annotated. These annotations describe where 
the hazard appears, what it is, and when it occurs. In addition, perceived dangerousness changes from moment to moment 
and is not a simple binary detection judgement. To capture this more granular aspect of our stimuli, we asked 48 observers 
to rate the perceived hazardousness of 1356 brief video clips taken from these 750 source clips on a continuous scale. These 
ratings span the entire scale, have high interrater agreement, and are robust to driving history. This novel stimulus set is not 
only useful for understanding drivers’ ability to detect hazards, but is also a tool for studying dynamic scene perception and 
other aspects of visual function. While this stimulus set was originally designed for behavioral studies, researchers interested 
in other areas such as traffic safety or computer vision may also find this dataset a useful resource.
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Introduction

Vision is enormously important in daily life. It is the pre-
dominant sense we rely on to navigate and interact with the 
world, and is essential for tasks as mundane as deciding 
where to put our foot next, or as consequential as avoid-
ing a moose running down the road while driving. Yet we 
tend to study vision using stimuli that seldom look like the 
world or the activities we engage in every day. Driving is an 
example of a real-world scene perception task we do all the 
time. Between 2019 and 2020, Americans spent on average 
59 min a day driving (AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety, 
2021). Safe driving requires early detection and avoidance of 
hazards and recognizing and obeying traffic signals (Green, 
2000), and vision is the primary sensory modality that pro-
vides information needed to respond appropriately (Sivak, 

1996). For example, a driver would only stop at a stop sign 
if they see the stop sign before they must begin braking, as 
no other information is available to the driver to indicate 
that they need to do so. The importance of vision in driv-
ing is also reflected in licensing criteria, as minimum visual 
acuity and field of view are common requirements for licen-
sure internationally (Yan et al., 2019). It is clear and widely 
acknowledged that vision is incredibly important for driving 
(Schieber et al., 2009; Sivak, 1996).

There are multiple benefits of studying vision and driving 
at both applied and fundamental levels. Collisions are rare 
relative to the total number of driving hours, but they have a 
disproportionate societal impact. In 2020 alone, there were 
38,824 fatalities due to traffic collisions in the United States 
(AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety, 2021). Studying the 
contributions of vision to driving can help us understand 
why collisions happen and reduce them by informing how 
we design driving-relevant technologies to maximize road 
safety for all road users. There are many efforts to reduce 
collisions, but much of the research in this space deals with 
infrastructural or technological solutions, such as more 
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intuitive road design (Theeuwes, 2021), or cars that react 
for the driver (SAE International, 2018). The human aspect 
of the issue is critically important but comparatively less 
studied, particularly in perceptual contexts. To effectively 
address human error on the road, it is crucial to understand 
the cognitive and perceptual limitations of the human visual 
system that impede hazard detection.

Moreover, understanding the contributions of vision and 
cognition in driving can provide a more complete under-
standing of visual perception at a fundamental level, and 
necessitates understanding how they support daily function, 
such as driving. Yet we tend to study vision using stimuli 
that seldom look like the world or the activities we engage 
in outside of the laboratory. Unlike typical laboratory tasks 
of scene perception, driving is dynamic, consequential, and 
time-limited. Situations on the road can become hazardous 
in a split second, and road environments are situationally 
diverse and challenging to fully replicate in simulation. That 
said, we should note that in this work, we focused on overt, 
abrupt hazards rather than latent hazards, for the simple rea-
son that they are less ambiguous to code and provided us 
with a more broadly useful dataset for perceptual research. 
While latent, potential hazards are themselves perceptually 
interesting, and very relevant to road safety, they were not 
the focus of this effort.

Critically, the immense time pressure and high stakes 
experienced by drivers on the road is difficult (and unethi-
cal) to replicate in the lab. Hazards can appear suddenly, and 
drivers can detect the hazard, decide on the best corrective 
measure, and enact it within as little as 1.5 s (Green, 2000), 
while the hazard is unfolding. However, brake reaction time 
can be as short as 0.7 s when drivers are able to anticipate a 
hazard (Green, 2000), suggesting that the ability to predict 
the onset of hazards has significant impact on reaction time. 
However, laboratory studies suggest that observers can make 
global judgements about the gist of a static scene in as little 
as 100 ms (Li et al., 2002; Navon, 1977; Oliva, 2005). Pre-
sumably, drivers are also able to make similar global deci-
sions about driving scenes, but the dynamic environment 
complicates this inference. Although static visual images 
contain some information drivers need to detect hazards, 
moving scenes provide more information (e.g., travel speed 
and direction) which improves scene processing and hazard 
detection (Moharrer et al., 2020; Wolfe et al., 2019, 2020). 
Furthermore, given the role that anticipating hazards has on 
a driver’s ability to respond quickly, there is likely informa-
tion in a road scene prior to when a hazard has appeared 
that may contribute to the driver’s decision even before the 
hazard has appeared on the scene. However, it is unclear 
which specific aspects of the road scene drivers use to make 
these predictive inferences. For these reasons, it is essential 
to study dynamic scenes in addition to static ones to gain a 
full appreciation of how drivers cope with these demands.

Furthermore, road situations are diverse and difficult to 
replicate in simulation. Some hazards are not very danger-
ous, like a paper bag floating down the road, other hazards, 
like a truck overturning ahead, are extremely dangerous. 
This adds another level of complexity that cannot be cap-
tured by simple categorization tasks commonly used in 
scene perception studies. While methods like staged haz-
ards in controlled driving (Falkmer & Gregersen, 2001; 
Mourant & Rockwell, 1972; Underwood et al., 2002) or in 
driving simulators (Beanland et al., 2014; Duivenvoorden 
et al., 2015; Schall et al., 2013) can capture some hazards, 
they are unlikely to capture the range of hazards that drivers 
can encounter on the road in the real world. For example, 
controlled driving studies cannot endanger participants, 
thereby constraining the types of hazards that can be stud-
ied. Hazards can be emulated safely in the simulator, but the 
reduction in visual fidelity and reliance on computer physics 
models mean that simulator scenarios could look quite dif-
ferent from real hazards. Moreover, the types of hazards that 
can be used in these laboratory scenarios are limited by the 
imagination of the researcher, excluding many hazards that 
drivers may encounter on the road from study. Researchers 
need to account for such variability in road hazards to fully 
understand how the visual system deals with these demands.

Given that it is impossible and unethical to replicate on-
road conditions inside the lab, one solution is to bring the 
road into the lab through a richer set of stimuli. Although 
there are several publicly available road video datasets (Chan 
et al., 2017; Geiger et al., 2013; Saunier et al., 2014), they 
are unsuitable for perception studies be because the footage 
was gathered for computer vision, rather than for human 
observers. For example, many datasets are gathered by cam-
eras outside of the vehicle from a perspective that is virtually 
never experienced by drivers (Geiger et al., 2013; Saunier 
et al., 2014). Such footage is unlikely to elicit behaviors 
comparable to natural driving because they deviate signifi-
cantly from a driver’s visual input.

Moreover, hazardous situations on the road have different 
demands from safe scenarios (Crundall et al., 1999). Data-
sets for studying human perception need to include both haz-
ardous and safe situations. However, the rarity of hazards 
makes it difficult to obtain them from naturalistic driving 
studies. For example, in the CanDrive/OzcanDrive study 
(Marshall, Man-Son-Hing et al., 2013a, Marshall, Wilson 
et al., 2013b), only 139 out of 1207 drivers (or 11%) experi-
enced one or more crashes (Langford et al., 2013). Another 
example, SHRP2 (Campbell, 2012) recorded over 3500 
crashes and near crashes, extracted from over 4300 years 
of naturalistic driving data (Hankey et al., 2016). While it 
is certainly possible to extract collisions and near-collision 
events from datasets like SHRP2, this required not only tens 
of thousands of hours of recorded road video, but also the 
equipment, personnel, time, and funds to do. While these 
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studies provide an invaluable window into driver behavior, 
they were never designed to provide stimuli for perceptual 
studies of what the driver sees, or of dynamic scene percep-
tion more generally. In addition, the data in these large-scale 
naturalistic studies are often geographically confined, which 
makes it difficult for researchers to study perception in new, 
unfamiliar environments. To address our need for a stimulus 
set comprised of real driving situations, focused on danger-
ous events, we have developed an annotated video dataset 
for studying road scene perception, the Road Hazard Stimuli.

Road hazard stimuli

We developed the Road Hazard Stimuli to address these 
challenges to studying drivers’ perception of dynamic natu-
ral road scenes. We collected and annotated a set of 750 
video clips of real on-road situations, taken from dashcam 
videos shared on social media websites YouTube and Red-
dit. The set consists of 434 video clips containing hazards, 
and 316 control video clips extracted from hazard-free por-
tions of the longer video segments corresponding to these 
hazards. We defined hazards as events in the video that 
required an immediate evasive maneuver from the camera 
vehicle. Given that a driver typically encounters a colli-
sion once every 10 years, this dataset represents over 4300 
years of cumulative driving experience (using the method 
of Horswill et al., 2021). It has potential to aid research not 
only in traffic safety and driver behavior but also as a tool 
for a wider range of perceptual and computational studies.

The footage was recorded from front-facing dashcams, 
near the driver’s perspective inside the vehicle. The foot-
age captures most of what a driver would see ahead of their 
vehicle while preserving the temporal characteristics of haz-
ards. Observers are then able to view the scene naturally 
as they would from inside a car in a real on-road scenario. 
This similarity is crucial because it is more likely to elicit 
behavior that is comparable to real driving, and provides a 
starting point for understanding how drivers extract informa-
tion from road environments.

This video set was based on a previous dataset (Wolfe 
et al., 2019), and significantly expands it by nearly doubling 
the number of hazard videos. To make the videos maximally 
useful for the largest number of behavioral researchers, we 
spatially and temporally annotated each video, and catego-
rized it based on several features (see Table 1 for categorical 
annotations for all videos, and Table 2 for categorial annota-
tions specific to hazard videos).

In addition, we gathered descriptive data about the haz-
ardousness of the videos in the dataset, and to examine the 
extent to which perceived hazardousness of these videos is 
binary or continuous. To this end, we asked 48 licensed driv-
ers to rate the hazardousness of 1356 brief video clips (432 
hazard video clips and 924 no-hazard video clips extracted 

from the original set of 750 videos at least 8 s in duration). 
As hazardous road situations unfold gradually over time, we 
asked participants to rate the hazard-present videos at the 
same critical moment in each video, during the time window 
immediately preceding the driver’s response. The duration 
of the excerpts was chosen to mimic the time pressure of 
real driving. To ensure participants are still able to detect 
hazards, we chose a duration of 333 ms, which is 150% of 
the threshold duration that young adult drivers needed to 
accurately detect a hazard, based on a previous study using 
a subset of the Road Hazard Stimuli (Wolfe et al., 2020).

These data provide more granular information about the 
variability of hazards in the dataset, which is an important 
aspect of understanding hazards that cannot be captured by 
simple binary classification. Given that driving experience 
may modulate hazard detection ability (Borowsky et al., 
2008; Cooper et al., 1995; Jackson et al., 2009), we also 
asked participants to complete a driving history survey, 

Table 1  Categorical annotations for all videos in Road Hazard Stimuli

Category Hazard videos 
(n = 434)

No hazard vid-
eos (n = 316)

Total
(n = 750)

Traffic convention
  Left-hand traffic 74 42 116
  Right-hand traffic 360 274 634

Time of day
  Day 374 284 658
  Night 60 32 92

Table 2  Categorical annotations for hazard videos

Category No. of 
hazard 
videos
(n = 434)

First driver response
  Brake 352
  Swerve left 44
  Swerve right 40

Hazard type
  Animal 25
  Cyclist 6
  Obstacle 9
  Pedestrian 29
  Vehicle 357
  Other 10

Hazard location
  Screen left 152
  Screen right 134
  Crosses both sides 150
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which allowed us to examine the relation between hazard-
ousness ratings and driving experience. In this manuscript, 
we describe the contents of the dataset, how it was created, 
and its potential uses.

Methods

Video sources

To find videos that best capture a variety of real hazards 
drivers may encounter on the road, we took advantage of the 
proliferation of dashcams. Dashcams are inexpensive and 
widely available, and drivers use them to record footage of 
their environments during driving for insurance purposes. 
Some drivers also share their dashcam footage on social 
media so other people can view and comment on them. A 
useful side benefit of these videos is that they provide a cor-
pus of rare, real-world events genuinely encountered during 
driving. Moreover, the dashcams are placed inside the car, 
from a perspective near the driver, making them well suited 
for studying how drivers perceive the road environment.

Inclusion criteria

There were several inclusion criteria for videos. Videos 
needed to be recorded from a front-facing dashcam from 
inside the vehicle. We excluded footage from backward-
facing cameras, cyclists, and motorcyclists, since these 

would produce a different view of the road than our focus. 
Videos were required to include a distinct hazard that the 
driver needed to react to immediately to avoid a collision. 
In addition, the driver’s reaction to the hazard needed to be 
visible in the footage (e.g., slowing, indicative of a braking 
response, or a shift in camera viewpoint, indicating a maneu-
ver to the left or right). Videos were also required to be free 
from obstruction (watermarking, icons, annotations) such 
that the road situation is visible, and videos were required to 
be at least 10 s long with pixel resolutions of at least 720p, 
in landscape/wide-screen format.

Exclusion criteria

Videos in which drivers did not respond, and videos that 
contained severe personal injury or other graphic events 
were excluded. These criteria allowed for the inclusion of 
a wide array of different kinds of hazards, such as animals, 
pedestrians, vehicles, and other types of hazardous objects 
(Fig. 1), while minimizing the risk of emotional trauma to 
research participants and annotators.

Video processing

Using these criteria, we identified and downloaded 511 
source videos from YouTube and Reddit. For all videos, 
we resized them to 720p, 30 fps video format, and removed 
all audio tracks to remove potential sources of distraction. 
Most source videos contained a hazardous event and were 

Fig. 1  Examples to illustrate each hazard type. Each image is cropped 
from a single frame to illustrate the hazard. Videos in the stimulus set 
contain more complete road scenes than shown here. A A kangaroo 
jumps onto the road from the left. B A child on a bicycle enters the 

intersection from the left. C A white plastic cannister flies down the 
road towards the camera car. D A pedestrian crosses the road from 
the right. E A vehicle crosses the median to make a U-turn. F An 
abandoned wheelbarrow in the middle of the road
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longer than 8 s. For hazardous videos longer than 11 s, we 
extracted the no-hazard videos from the same source videos, 
using segments of the video that did not overlap with the 8-s 
hazardous videos. These segments did not contain hazards, 
providing hazard and no-hazard videos that were matched 
in conditions as much as possible. Taking hazard and no-
hazard videos from the same source videos allowed us to 
control for factors such as location, time of day, weather, 
road condition, vehicle type, and dashcam setup across the 
two video categories. This procedure produced 434 hazard 
and 316 no-hazard video clips.

Because the contents of the videos can change moment to 
moment, we expected the hazardousness of road situations 
to change quickly around hazard onsets. Therefore, to obtain 
the most accurate hazardousness ratings, we trimmed the 750 
source videos into brief clips for participants to rate, resulting 
in 1356 clips for the rating experiment (see Stimuli).

Annotation procedure

Videos were initially annotated by a driver with at least 
2 years of driving experience; then it was validated by 
another driver with over 15 years of driving experience. 
Points of disagreement were discussed until the raters 
reached consensus.

Temporal annotations

For each video, we annotated the frame on which the first 
visible deviation from normal state can be seen. We defined 
this as when the hazardous object first deviates from a non-
threatening trajectory, such as a car starting to veer into the 
driver’s lane. Prior to this point, there is no visible indication 
that the object is dangerous. A hazard did not have to enter 
the driver’s path of travel to be coded as the first visible devi-
ation. Sometimes, the first point of deviation corresponds to 
the first time the hazard is visible, like when an animal runs 
towards the road. Other times, an object can be visible for 
a considerable period before any visible signs of danger are 
seen, such as a bumper suddenly falling off the back of a car. 
The bumper would only be hazardous when it starts to fall 
off, despite being visible long before the hazardous event.

Notably, our definition of a hazard does not include latent 
hazards (objects or locations in the road scene that are more 
likely to evolve into hazards than the rest of the scene; Crun-
dall et al., 2012; Vlakveld et al., 2011) because latent haz-
ards often do not develop into a collision or near collision, 
since whether the latent hazard requires a response depends 
on the driver’s assessment and may vary among individuals, 
making it more difficult to design behavioral experiments on 
hazard detection surrounding them, which was our reason 
for developing this dataset. Furthermore, the drivers’ ability 
to identify latent hazards vary with experience (Crundall 

et al., 2012) and it is unclear to what extent individual driv-
ers can agree upon which objects and locations are identified 
as latent hazards in a scene in real on-road scenarios under 
realistic time constraints.

Given that our motivation for developing this dataset is to 
facilitate behavioral experiments about hazard detection and 
dynamic scene perception more generally, we have chosen 
to focus our annotations on immediate hazards that require 
a vehicle maneuver to avoid a collision, rather than latent 
hazards. Although reacting to latent hazards would increase 
the margin of error and reduce the likelihood of an eventual 
collision, whether a vehicle maneuver is required depends 
on the individual driver’s subjective judgement of the likeli-
hood of a hazard occurring. Furthermore, any object in the 
driver’s environment can be a potential hazard, but a driver 
would not necessarily react to all of them as if they were 
immediate hazards. Doing so could even be maladaptive, 
producing erratic behavior that would be dangerous to other 
road users. For example, it is possible that a car traveling in 
an adjacent lane may change lanes without signaling, head-
ing on a collision trajectory. However, the driver would 
likely not pay special attention to a particular car until it 
starts to deviate from its lane because most cars travelling in 
the adjacent lane remain in their lanes. Therefore, the under-
lying assumption to the current method is that, given that 
the hazards requiring immediate responses in the dataset are 
unexpected, drivers are unlikely to pay special attention to 
the object that would eventually be involved in the near col-
lisions until the first sign of deviation from the norm, even 
if doing so would improve their performance and road safety 
more generally. For these reasons, the annotations in this 
dataset are focused on immediate hazards that unfolded into 
near-collisions, and would have been collisions if a driver 
did not respond. The distribution of hazard onset times based 
on this definition is shown in Fig. 2A.

We also annotated the time when the driver made their 
first response to the hazard. This is defined as the first point 
at which the driver’s response is visible in the footage, 
such as when the driver slowed down (braking) or began 
to swerve to evade a hazard. These response annotations 
were based on visible response only; braking responses can 
be inferred by closely observing the footage and watching 
for the vehicle’s hood to dip towards the roadway. Swerving 
responses can similarly be inferred by looking for shifts in 
camera viewpoint. The distribution of response timing can 
is shown in Fig. 2B and C. Consistent with previous research 
on surprising events on the road, most driver responses 
occurred within 1.5 s of hazard onset (Green, 2000).

Categorical annotations

Videos were also categorized based on other potentially rel-
evant characteristics, such as time of day, whether the video 
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shows left- or right-hand traffic, and the type of hazard, such 
as pedestrian or vehicle hazard. Tables 1 and 2 show the dis-
tribution of videos for a selection of categorical annotations 
(see Appendix Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8 for a list of all annota-
tions). Given that video footage was taken during naturalistic 
driving, hazards took many forms (see Fig. 1 for examples in 
each hazard category). This type of variability in the dataset 
was unconstrained to ensure that the dataset represents the 
natural variability in hazardous situations that drivers may 
need to respond to on the road. By categorizing these haz-
ards, and the circumstances in which these hazards happen, 
we aim to make the dataset maximally useful for its users.

Spatial annotations

The locations of the hazards were also annotated in the 
duration between hazard onset and the driver’s first visible 
response using rectangular bounding boxes. These annota-
tions are useful for studies that require knowing the location 
of hazards, for example, for cueing studies (i.e., Wolfe et al., 
2021). Secondly, this spatial information may be useful for 
eye-tracking studies as well, such as for area of interest analy-
ses (Ahlström et al., 2021). The location of the dashboard, 
car, and other parts of the video that do not contain road 
information were annotated on the first frame of hazard onset. 
These annotations indicate areas of the video where no useful 

information for detecting hazards is present. Since the loca-
tion of the dashcams relative to the vehicles do not change, 
these areas also stay the same for the duration of the video.

Participants

To obtain hazardousness ratings, we recruited 48 licensed 
drivers online from Prolific who were aged 20–35 (M = 
29, SD = 4.35), with self-reported normal or corrected-
to-normal vision. Half of the participants resided in North 
America, and the other half in the United Kingdom. Gender 
(cis and trans men and women) was balanced within each 
group. Procedures were approved by the Research Ethics 
Board at the University of Toronto, and all participants pro-
vided informed consent prior to participating in the experi-
ment. Participants completed the study in two sessions. We 
compensated participants with 6.75 Great British Pounds 
(GBP; approximately 8 USD) per session. Participants also 
received a bonus of 8.50 GBP for completing both sessions, 
for a total of 22 GBP (approximately 27 USD) for complet-
ing the study.

Stimuli and materials

The experiment was programmed in PsychoPy/PsychoJS 
(Bridges et al., 2020; Peirce et al., 2019) and hosted online 

Fig. 2  A Histogram of hazard onset times relative to the beginning of 
the video. B Histogram showing the time of driver response from the 
beginning of each video. C Histogram of annotated driver response 

times relative to annotated hazard onset times. Most responses con-
tained in the videos occur within 2 s of the annotated hazard onset
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on Pavlovia. Participants completed the study on their own 
desktop or laptop computer, and the experiment was disa-
bled on mobile and tablet devices.

For collecting rating data, we extracted 1356 brief 333-
ms excerpts from the hazard and no-hazard videos using the 
procedure listed in the next paragraph. Videos were kept 
brief because driving situations can change within a frac-
tion of a second, and we wanted to examine judgements 
of hazardousness at the scene gist level rather than average 
hazardousness across a longer video composed of multiple 
events. The 333-ms duration was chosen to mimic the time 
pressure of real driving because it was approximately 150% 
of the threshold duration that young-adult drivers needed 
to accurately detect a hazard, as determined in a previous 
experiment that used a subset of the same stimuli (Wolfe 
et al., 2020). All video clips were shown in between ran-
domly generated noise masks. Each mask consisted of a grid 
of 36 × 64 squares, 20 pixels on each side, with a random 
grayscale intensity.

For the hazard-present videos, clips were taken from the 
333 ms immediately preceding the annotated time of the 
driver’s response (see Annotation procedure). Our ration-
ale was that including any video segments after the driver’s 
response would introduce visual cues that were not directly 
produced by the hazard itself (e.g., sudden changes in optic 
flow due to the vehicle swerving), and we were primarily 
interested in the detection of the hazard itself rather than 
the response. The 316 hazard-absent videos were trimmed 
into 333-ms segments that were, for most videos, extracted 
from at least 10 s before or after the annotated time of the 
hazard onset when possible. In addition, the hazard-absent 
clips were separated from one another by at least 3 s. Based 
on the available video segments, this process resulted in 432 
hazard-present and 924 hazard-absent clips for collecting 
ratings data, for a total of 1356 clips.

Driving history questionnaire

We also administered a driving history questionnaire admin-
istered via an online survey service, Qualtrics, to measure 
driving experience. Although our sample included only 
licensed drivers, the population of licensed drivers captures 
a vast range of on-road experience, which we aimed to cap-
ture using a questionnaire. The driving history questionnaire 
is adapted from the driving history questionnaire used in 
the SHRP2 Naturalistic Driving Study (Campbell, 2012). 
The full questionnaire is available on OSF, and a summary 
of select statistics are available in Table 8 in the Appendix.

Procedure

On each trial, participants were shown the sequence of 
a noise mask for 250 ms, followed by the video clip for 

333 ms, and then a second noise mask of 250 ms. Partici-
pants were then asked to indicate the hazardousness of the 
clip on a continuous slider from 0 (very safe) to 1 (very 
dangerous). Each observer saw and rated every single movie 
clip once in a randomized order. The rating response was 
untimed, and participants could rate videos at their own 
pace. There were 1356 trials in total (one per clip, consisting 
of 432 hazard and 924 no-hazard clips), which participants 
completed across two 45-min sessions on separate days. Par-
ticipants were given the opportunity to take a break every 
60 trials. At the end of the second session, participants com-
pleted a demographics and driving history questionnaire.

In addition, as a data quality measure, we included 40 
catch trials in each session (approximately 6% of all trials) 
that were interleaved with the road hazard videos. On the 
catch trials, participants viewed a 1-s video clip of a non-
driving scene and indicated whether the video was of an 
indoor or outdoor scene by pressing one of two keys on their 
keyboard. These videos were sourced from YouTube and 
public-domain stock footage websites and depicted a range 
of everyday settings and activities (e.g., cleaning, hiking, 
gardening, cooking). The clips were selected to be unambig-
uously indoor or outdoor. All participants met our inclusion 
criteria based on performance on the catch trials, achieving 
a minimum accuracy of 85%. The mean accuracy across all 
participants was 98.3%.

Data analysis

All analyses were conducted in R version 4.1.3. The main 
movie-wise analyses and the correlations conducted on 
driving-experience survey data and ratings data were pre-
registered (see https:// osf. io/ 52zes). We diverged from the 
pre-registration to conduct exploratory analyses on the effect 
of demographic variables on hazardousness ratings. We 
used zero- and one-inflated beta (ZOIB) regression mod-
eling rather than the aligned rank transform ANOVA that 
we had pre-registered because there were many ratings that 
were exactly 0 or 1. This would have made the aligned rank 
transform ANOVA inappropriate due to the large number 
of ties after rank transformation (Luepsen, 2017). All ZOIB 
regression modeling was done using the brms package ver-
sion 2.18.0 for R.

Movie‑wise analysis

For movie-wise analyses, we report median hazardousness 
ratings to minimize the influence of outliers, and because 
the ratings were not normally distributed across participants 
due to the bounds at 0 and 1. To examine the extent to which 
observers agreed on the hazardousness of movies, we ana-
lyzed intra-class correlation (ICC) among raters. We used a 
mean-rating (k = 48), consistency, two-way random-effects 

https://osf.io/52zes
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model. We picked this ICC model because each participant 
may have a different definition of the midpoint of the scale. 
We were interested in how participants rated videos relative 
to other videos, rather than the absolute ratings, because 
absolute ratings may be biased by individual differences. 
This analysis was conducted using the psych package for R, 
version 2.2.9 (Revelle, 2023).

Participant‑wise analysis

We examined several demographic variables to examine 
whether they could explain any individual differences in haz-
ardousness ratings. For categorical demographics variables, 
we used ZOIB regression modeling for significance testing 
because we had a non-negligible amount of hazardousness 
ratings of zero and one, which could not be modeled by a beta 
regression model alone. Zero- and one-inflation allows us to 
model the probability of observing ratings of zeros and ones.

We examined gender because it is a factor that historically 
have been an interest to researchers (Eustace & Wei, 2010; 
Li et al., 1998; Massie et al., 1995; Tavris et al., 2001). The 
ZOIB model included gender and video type as fixed predic-
tors and participant as a random predictor. The dependent 
variables were the ratings responses, and 0 and 1 inflation 
rates. These model estimates were then used to compute 
contrasts to examine whether gender differences exist for 
the rating of hazardous and no-hazard videos, as well as 
whether gender modulates the difference between hazard 
and non-hazard videos.

We also examined whether country of residence and left 
or right-hand driving interacted to affect hazardousness rat-
ings. This is because we expected familiarity with a traf-
fic system may allow participants to identify hazards, and 
therefore affect the hazardousness ratings. For example, a 
UK resident who is familiar with driving on the left side of 
the road may rate videos showing left-side driving differ-
ently than a North American (NA) resident who have never 
driven on a left-side driving road. To examine the effect of 
country of residence on hazardousness ratings, we fitted a 
zero- one-inflated beta regression model to the data. Individ-
ual responses were the dependent variable, and video type 
(hazard or no hazard), country of residence (NA vs. UK), 
road convention (left- or right-hand traffic), and all possible 
interactions were included as predictors. Participant was also 
included as a random predictor. The same model was used 
to model the zero- one-inflation rate and the conditional one 
inflation rate.

Because age and experience are closely linked, we also 
examined driving experience measures and how they corre-
lated with hazardousness ratings. To measure driving experi-
ence, we adapted the driving history questionnaire from the 
SHRP2 naturalistic driving study (Campbell, 2012). Then, 
we correlated the quantitative items from the questionnaire 

with movie ratings to examine whether driving experience and 
history influenced hazardousness ratings. We used the Bon-
ferroni correction for multiple comparisons, such that critical 
alpha is 0.005, (0.05 family wise alpha divided by 11 tests).

Results

Sample

We recruited 53 participants who attempted the experiment 
on Prolific. Three participants failed to complete session 
one, and two participants did not return for session two, 
resulting in 48 participants in our sample.

Movie‑level analyses

Median ratings for each movie are distributed across the 
entire scale, consistent with the idea that drivers assess 
hazards in a more granular fashion than can be captured 
with a simple binary hazard present/absent designation. Fig-
ure 3 shows examples of videos from the highest and low-
est quartiles of median hazardousness for each video type. 
The distribution of the ratings is bimodal, with no-hazard 
videos rated lower (mean rating = 0.193) and hazard videos 
rated higher (mean rating = 0.638). A Wilcoxon ranked test 
indicated that there was a significant effect of video type 
on hazardousness ratings (V = 4656, p < 0.001). The mean 
rating (k = 48), consistency, two-way random-effects ICC 
model showed high interrater agreement with an estimate 
of 0.987 (95% CI = [0.986, 0.988], F(1355,63685) = 77.3, 
p < 0.001).

The standard deviation of the ratings is shown as a func-
tion of the median rating for each movie in Fig. 4. The data 
form an inverted “U” shape: as expected, given the bounded 
nature of the ratings, the standard deviation at the ends of 
the scale is smaller than the middle by virtue of only having 
a single direction to vary. These data also suggest that the 
ratings near the middle are more ambiguous than the movies 
that are rated on the more extreme ends of the scale, as there 
tended to be more variation in movie ratings across observ-
ers for movies with moderate ratings.

Analyses of demographics

Effect of gender

Contrasts performed to examine the effect of gender on 
median ratings found small and negligible effects (see 
Table 3 for statistics). The interaction between Rater Gender 
and Video Type was the only contrast with a 95% confidence 
interval that did not cross zero, but the effect is so small 
(– 0.02) as to be negligible.
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Effect of country of residence

Figure 5 shows the ratings separated by country of residence, 
video type, and road convention. The results of the ZOIB 
regression showed that aside from the effect of video type, 
all other effects were negligible (see Table 1 for the full 
list of statistics). There was a main effect of video type: 
on average, no-hazard videos were rated as 0.37 arbitrary 
units less hazardous than videos containing hazards (95% CI 
= [– 0.38, – 0.37]). Overall, right-hand traffic videos were 
rated as slightly less hazardous than left-hand traffic videos 
(estimated effect = – 0.01, 95% CI = [– 0.02, – 0.02]), and 
there was a negligible main effect of country of residence 
(estimated effect = 0, 95% CI = [– 0.01, 0.01]). Country of 
residence had a very small modulatory effect on video type 
– UK residents rated safe and hazardous videos as slightly 
more similar than NA residents (estimated effect = – 0.05, 
95% CI = [– 0.06, – 0.04]). Additionally, the interaction 
between country of residence and road convention was neg-
ligible (estimated effect = 0, 05% CI = [– 0.01, 0.01]). There 
was no three-way interaction among country of residence, 
video type, and road convention. The full model coefficients 
are reported in Table 6 in the Appendix. In summary, there 
was a large effect of video type on hazardousness ratings, 
and the differences between left- and right-hand traffic and 
between North America and UK residents were negligible.

Driving history

Next, we examined the relation between driving experience 
and the ability to distinguish hazard from no-hazard videos 
from hazardousness ratings (see Table 8 in the Appendix 
for a list of quantitative experience-related variables). To 
measure a driver’ ability to distinguish hazard videos and 
non-hazard videos, we calculated the difference between the 
average rating for hazards videos and the average rating for 
non-hazard videos for each participant. Then, we calculated 
Spearman’s correlation coefficient between questionnaire 
items and the rating difference. None of the correlations 
were statistically significant after correcting for multiple 
comparisons (see Table 4).

Discussion

The Road Hazard Stimuli is a rich video database (available 
at https:// osf. io/ tgzb7) of naturally occurring road situations 
which have been extensively annotated to make them use-
ful for experimental work in driver behavior, visual percep-
tion, and other applications. Hazardous situations on the 
road are, fortunately, very rare and can take a large range of 
forms. The typical collision rate for drivers is estimated to 
be once every 10 years (Horswill et al., 2021). Based on this 

Fig. 3  Examples frames from videos that were rated as the most haz-
ardous quartile (left column) and the least hazardous quartile (right 
column) for hazard-present (top row) and hazard-absent (bottom row) 
videos. Hazard-present videos rated as highly hazardous are typically 
videos of near collisions where the driving speed is usually fast, and 
the hazard is clearly visible in the footage (A A truck rolls over into 
the camera car’s lane; B A deer runs across the road). The hazard-
present videos rated as the least hazardous usually contained hazards 
that are more visually subtle than in the highly hazardous videos, 
usually due to the fact that hazards were more distant or smaller in 
size (C Two cars to the left of the camera car’s lane collide with each 

other; D Two cars collide into each other in front of the camera car. 
Images C and D were enlarged and cropped, and hazards are circled 
in red for illustrative purposes. In the actual stimulus, the hazards 
were smaller and more of the road scene was visible, and there were 
no red circles. All other images in Fig. 4 are unaltered). For hazard-
absent videos, the most hazardous videos usually contained unsafe 
driving conditions without requiring an immediate vehicle maneuver-
ing response, such as adverse weather conditions (E), or when there 
are many potential, latent hazards (F). The no-hazard videos rated as 
least hazardous usually show clear visibility and an empty road (G, 
H)

https://osf.io/tgzb7
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Fig. 4  A Histogram of the distribution of median hazardousness 
ratings per movie. Turquoise bars represent movies without haz-
ards, and coral bars represent movies with hazards. A rating of 0 
represents very safe, and rating of 1 represents very dangerous. B 

Standard deviation of ratings plotted as a function of median rating 
for each movie. There was more variation among raters for movies 
rated towards the middle of the scale than movies with extreme haz-
ardousness rating 

Table 3  Results of contrasts of interest using estimates of zero- and 
one- inflated beta regression model. The dependent variable of all 
models were hazardousness ratings. To estimate the effect of gender 
(rows 1–3), the predictors included video type (hazard or no hazard) 
and gender (man or woman), and participants as a random effect. 

For all other rows, the ZOIB model’s predictors included video type 
(hazard or no hazard), road convention (left- or right-handed traffic), 
and country of residence (NA or UK), with participants as a random 
effect. Text was bolded to highlight contrasts for which the 95% con-
fidence interval does not cross zero

Contrast Estimate 95% CI

Gender effect (man - woman) within hazard videos – 0.03 [– 0.09, 0.03]
Gender effect within no-hazard videos – 0.01 [– 0.06, 0.03]
Gender effect on video type effect (hazard – no hazard) – 0.02 [– 0.03, 0.00]
Main effect of country of residence 0.02 [– 0.3, 0.06]
Main effect of video type – 0.37 [– 0.38, – 0.37]
Main effect of road convention – 0.01 [– 0.02, – 0.01]
Country of residence × video type – 0.05 [– 0.06, – 0.04]
Country of residence × road convention 0.00 [– 0.01, 0.01]
Country of residence × video type × driving 0.01 [– 0.01, 0.03]
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estimate, a driver would only encounter a miniscule frac-
tion of the situations incorporated in the dataset over their 
lifetime of driving. The stimulus set also includes extensive 
annotations, allowing researchers to take what they need, 
whether or not they are asking driving-related questions.

We found that despite the inherent variability of hazards, 
our drivers were remarkably consistent in their assessments 
of what was or was not dangerous to them. Moreover, driving 

history and driver demographics had very weak effects on 
drivers’ assessments. Due to the constraints of online stud-
ies, we were unable to precisely control for the size of the 
videos shown to participants. This may have made the data 
we collected noisier than would be if done in a controlled 
laboratory setting, such as the ability to detect ambiguous 
hazards such as in Fig. 3C, D. However, given the high inter-
rater agreement of the ratings, and the small magnitude of 
effects of driving history and driver demographics, data col-
lected in a more controlled laboratory setting is unlikely 
to change our findings. These findings suggest that studies 
built around our stimuli can ask a vast array of questions 
and can speak to driver behavior more broadly. This dataset 
provides an agreed-upon benchmark, and lays a foundation 
for a wide range of future research in driver behavior, visual 
perception and beyond.

Given that our sample consisted of young adults who are 
moderately experienced drivers, there are many questions that 
this stimulus set could help answer. One is the effect of driv-
ing training and experience on detecting dangerous situations. 
Although an untimed rating task is not sensitive to differences 
in driver experience (Crundall et al., 1999), novice drivers 
are poorer at responding to hazards when processing time is 
restricted (Jackson et al., 2009). Novice drivers also expe-
rience higher collision risk (Cooper et al., 1995; Gregersen 
& Bjurulf, 1996; Mayhew et al., 2003), and are less able to 
predict future hazards compared to expert drivers (Deery, 
1999; Renge, 1998; Wallis & Horswill, 2007). Designing a 

Fig. 5  Violin plot of median hazardousness rating for each movie cat-
egorized according to whether the video contains a hazard with inset 
boxplots. Turquoise represents videos that do not contain hazards and 
red represents videos that contain hazards. Raters were divided into 
residents of North America (left half) and residents of the United 

Kingdom (right half) before median ratings were calculated for each 
video. The bolded vertical line indicates the median, and the white 
rectangle represents the middle 50% of the data. Outliers are repre-
sented by dots which lie outside 1.5 times the interquartile range

Table 4  Results of Spearman correlation analyses for each question-
naire response and the mean difference in rating between hazard and 
non-hazard videos. For each test, the degree of freedom was 43, and 
the critical p value was 0.005 after correcting for multiple compari-
sons. In general, the correlations are small to moderate and none of 
them survived the correction for multiple comparisons

Measure Spearman’s ρ p value

Year started 0.04 0.79
Current driving frequency 0.05 0.73
Mileage last year 0.15 0.34
Years owned vehicle 0.26 0.09
Age of licensure – 0.10 0.50
Last eye exam 0.13 0.39
Auto insurance last year – 0.03 0.86
Mileage in last 5 years 0.12 0.45
Traffic violations 0.89 0.56
Number of crashes 0.29 0.05
Age – 0.04 0.70
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task around these abilities, such as detecting latent hazards, 
or objects and locations that are likely to become dangerous, 
may be a more fruitful way to identify differences between 
novice and experience drivers. Given that some videos with-
out immediate hazards were given ratings above zero, this 
dataset may also be useful for studying the detection of latent 
hazards. Understanding what novice drivers need to learn to 
become experienced drivers is a crucial step for developing 
more efficient training regimes aimed to reduce collision risk 
during this particularly vulnerable period that every driver 
must experience. This dataset can be used as a principled 
starting point for developing such training regimes aimed at 
improving hazard detection in novice drivers.

Additionally, previous studies have found regional dif-
ferences in drivers’ hazard detection abilities, presumably 
due to different hazard prevalence rates among countries 
(Di Stasi et al., 2020; Sivak et al., 1989; Ventsislavova et al., 
2019). However, regional effects depends on the design 
of the study used and the populations sampled (Bazilin-
skyy et al., 2020; Ventsislavova et al., 2019). Although we 
observed relatively small effects of demographic variables 
on ratings of hazardousness, future research with a broader 
sample may yield larger effects.

What can this stimulus set be used for?

This dataset provides immense flexibility in the types of 
experiment designs. The standard format of the videos 
makes it easy to systematically manipulate many aspects 
of the stimuli. The ability to edit and transform the videos 
programmatically (e.g., trimming the videos to shorter seg-
ments, blurring or down sampling the videos) expands the 
types of questions that researchers can ask. Several studies 
have already used these videos to study hazard detection in 
human drivers. For example, the videos have been used to 
examine the shortest duration of video required to accurately 
detect hazards in young and older drivers by varying video 
duration across trials (Wolfe et al., 2020). The study found 
that to detect hazards with 80% accuracy, young drivers need 
only approximately 220 ms of preview, whereas older driv-
ers require almost double the preview duration.

These stimuli also have been used to examine whether 
and how phenomena commonly found in laboratory settings 
apply to the perception of dynamic road scenes. For exam-
ple, Kosovicheva et al. (2023) demonstrated the low preva-
lence effect when drivers were asked to detect overt hazards 
in road scenes – observers miss rare hazards more frequently 
than common hazards. However, these are far from the only 
driving-related questions that these stimuli can help answer; 
effects of reduced visual acuity (Guidi et al., 2022), the 
potential role of attentional cueing (B. Wolfe et al., 2021) 
and questions of how drivers use peripheral vision can also 
be investigated using these stimuli.

The annotations provide useful temporal, spatial, and cat-
egorial information about the videos which provide research-
ers with the ability to pick and choose the information that 
they need for the question they are studying. For example, 
spatial annotations can fast track developing eye-tracking 
studies, which are useful for understanding how observers 
sample dynamic scenes, and why drivers look where they 
do. To make sense of eye-tracking data, driver eye move-
ments must be spatially mapped to what the driver is seeing 
(Ahlström et al., 2021). Spatial annotations provide the loca-
tions of hazards and informative regions of the video and 
will make it much easier to map where people looked with 
what they were looking at. For example, eye-tracking data 
can help identify reasons why drivers miss hazards, such 
as looking in the incorrect location, or looking at the cor-
rect location but failing to recognize a hazard (Wolfe et al., 
2022). The annotations can facilitate examining these ques-
tions, which will deepen our understanding of how drivers 
understand their visual environment, and scene perception 
more broadly.

Although this stimulus set contains only visual informa-
tion, it can be a starting point for investigating how other 
sensory domains contribute to road scene perception. Infor-
mation from other modalities can be presented along with 
the videos in tandem. Given the temporal annotations, they 
can be yoked to hazard onset, or driver response. For exam-
ple, we are currently investigating the effect of auditory cue 
timing and accuracy on road hazard detection, with the goal 
to determine whether the benefit of accurate auditory cue 
outweighs the detrimental effects of potential invalid audi-
tory cue. These stimuli may be useful for studying multi-sen-
sory integration in an on-road context, which may inform the 
design of in-car technology and driver assistance systems.

Finally, although this dataset was created for behavioral 
research in mind, it contains rich data that may be useful 
for other types of work. For example, driver responses were 
also captured and annotated in this video set, which may 
be useful for computer vision models aimed at predicting 
driver behavior based on the driver’s visible environment. 
The annotations by humans provided in the dataset can be 
used to validate machine learning performance. By making 
this dataset publicly available, we hope that researchers in 
other fields can also use it for purposes beyond our original 
intentions.

As we note earlier, our goal in developing this stimu-
lus set was to capture the range of variability of hazards 
that drivers may encounter on the road. However, we also 
acknowledge that there are a number of trade-offs in taking 
this approach. For instance, videos posted to social media 
may not be fully representative of hazards that drivers 
encounter on the road. The trade-off between variability and 
representativeness is one that the experimenter must care-
fully balance depending on the nature of their study. We also 
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note that the hazardousness ratings for the hazard-present 
videos span a wide range on the rating scale, so while some 
of the videos posted to social media may be rated towards 
the high end of the scale, many of the videos were also rated 
lower. By providing the ratings for each video, researchers 
may select videos that are more or less extreme, depending 
on the goals of their particular study. In addition, the videos 
we selected were taken without regard to country of record-
ing, often because that information is not directly available 
from videos posted on social media. For studies that aim to 
draw conclusions about specific road environments, experi-
menters may wish to develop more focused stimulus sets; 
making such stimulus sets widely available would also ben-
efit those who study particular road environments.

This video set contains only front-facing footage, which 
may not fully capture the demands of real-world driving 
because drivers are also required to occasionally monitor 
the side, rear-view mirrors, and the vehicle’s dashboard con-
sole on the road. Furthermore, more peripheral information 

about the environment contributes to the detection of haz-
ards (Shahar et al., 2010), which is not captured in this data-
set. Researchers interested in how drivers divided attention 
among multiple displays can still use this dataset while 
simulating other displays.

Conclusion

The videos presented here represent a collection of road 
videos in a standardized format. The categorical, tempo-
ral, and spatial annotations and the hazardousness ratings 
provide rich descriptive information about the dataset, and 
can be used to ask a wide array of questions from applied 
hazard perception and driving safety topics to fundamental 
topics such as the guidance of eye movements in dynamic 
scenes, and computer vision. Although this dataset was 
designed for studying the perception of road-scenes, it is 
also a useful tool for behavioral research and beyond.

Table 5  List of all annotations in the dataset

Annotation name Description

MovieFile Name of the file
SourceVid Name of the source video
left_or_right Vehicles drive on the left- or right-hand side of the road
VideoDuration Duration of the video
Hazard Whether a hazard is present in the video
day_or_night Time of day the video is taken
Temporal annotations
Main Response First driver response observed in video
Driver_Response Time in seconds of first driver response from start of video
cue_time_FINAL Time in seconds of hazard onset from the start of video, i.e., first sign 

that the situation is hazardous, not when the object that will eventually 
be hazardous is first visible

Cue-Response Delta Time in seconds between hazard onset and driver response
event_type Detailed hazard type
target_type Category of hazard: vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, animal
hazardSide The location of the hazard relative to video midline
Spatial annotations
Video width Pixel width of video
Video height Pixel height of video
Video fps Frame rate
Frame number Frame number from beginning of video
Frame time (s) Time from beginning of video
Annotation type Object being annotated
Point # Point number
X-coordinate X position of the point in pixels, 0 at left edge
Y-coordinate Y position of the point in pixels, 0 at bottom edge

Appendix
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Table 6  All estimated coefficients of gender model

Estimate Est. Error 95% CI Rhat Bulk ESS Tail ESS

Intercept 0.4 0.09 [0.22, 0.58] 1.01 320 666
Phi Intercept 1.17 0.01 [1.16, 1.18] 1 8027 3160
Zoi Intercept – 7.54 0.76 [– 9.17, – 6.17] 1 1334 1903
Coi Intercept 4.06 1.57 [1.29, 7.62] 1 2968 3064
Video Type No Hazard – 1.53 0.01 [– 1.55, – 1.5] 1 6059 3382
Gender Woman 0.12 0.13 [– 0.12, 0.37] 1.02 282 806
Video Type Safe × Gender Woman – 0.06 0.02 [– 0.1, – 0.03] 1 6440 3210
Zoi Video Type No Hazard – 0.17 0.13 [– 0.43, 0.09] 1 7310 2721
Zoi Gender Woman – 1.02 1.06 [– 3.06, 1.12] 1 1170 1991
Zoi Video Type No Hazard × Gender Woman 0.21 0.34 [– 0.44, 0.86] 1 6714 3195
Coi Video Type No Hazard – 9.71 1.54 [– 13.18, – 7.22] 1 4556 2650
Coi Gender Woman – 0.79 2.62 [– 5.79, 4.68] 1 1892 1999
Coi Video type Safe × Gender Woman 1.56 2.95 [– 5.03, 6.64] 1 2390 1867
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Table 7  All estimated coefficients of country of residence regression model. Model details:

Estimate Est. Error L 95% CI U 95% CI Rhat Bulk ESS Tail ESS

Intercept 0.51 0.08 0.33 0.63 1.24 12 22
Phi Intercept 1.18 0.01 1.17 1.19 1.02 207 457
ZOI Intercept – 7.74 0.85 – 9.35 – 6.16 1.05 48 124
COI Intercept 11332.5 4511.21 3170.17 20106.41 2.22 5 13
Video type Safe – 1.56 0.03 – 1.61 – 1.5 1.04 87 255
Country of residence UK 0.18 0.11 – 0.05 0.38 1.46 8 31
Road convention Right-hand traffic – 0.13 0.02 – 0.17 – 0.08 1.06 79 172
Video type Safe × Country of residence UK – 0.21 0.04 – 0.28 – 0.14 1.07 74 255
Video type Safe × Road convention Right-hand traffic 0.14 0.03 0.08 0.19 1.05 78 229
Country of residence UK × Road convention Right-hand traffic 0.01 0.03 – 0.05 0.08 1.09 49 258
Video type Safe × Country of residence UK × Road convention 

Right-hand traffic
– 0.04 0.04 – 0.11 0.04 1.08 64 278

ZOI Video type Safe – 0.89 0.41 – 1.64 – 0.07 1.05 68 103
ZOI Country of residence UK – 1.22 1.38 – 4.22 1.34 1.1 36 57
ZOI Road convention Right-hand traffic – 0.07 0.31 – 0.65 0.57 1.04 80 135
ZOI Video type Safe × Country of residence UK 2.23 0.82 0.73 3.85 1.09 49 83
ZOI Video type Safe × Road convention Right-hand traffic 0.41 0.44 – 0.47 1.22 1.05 65 109
ZOI Country of residence UK × Road convention Right-hand 

traffic
0.58 0.75 – 0.75 2.06 1.07 59 90

ZOI Video type Safe × Country of residence UK × Road con-
vention Right-hand traffic

– 1.19 0.86 – 2.89 0.4 1.1 46 91

COI Video type Safe – 13274 5287.79 – 23348.9 – 3955.36 2.23 5 14
COI Country of residence UK – 11333.7 4511.48 – 20109 – 3170.58 2.22 5 13
COI Road convention Right-hand traffic – 11328.7 4511.39 – 20102.7 – 3165.04 2.22 5 13
COI Video type Safe × Country of residence UK 10772.68 4564.21 3178.52 20817.87 2.02 5 19
COI Video type Safe: Road convention Right-hand traffic 13264.8 5287.79 3945.71 23340.36 2.23 5 14
COI Country of residence UK × Road convention Right-hand 

traffic
11333.58 4511.6 3164.45 20110.9 2.22 5 13

COI Video type Safe × Country of residence UK × Road  
convention Right-hand traffic

– 11122.2 4697.59 – 21280.7 – 3235.56 2.02 5 19
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